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Unlike other Foundations, the ESSEC Foundation focuses on donations from alumni 
and does not include in its figures either corporate contributions for the Chairs or the 
apprenticeship tax which are paid directly to the School.

Your donations are not used to balance ESSEC’s operating account, which the School has 
judiciously and skilfully achieved for five consecutive years, despite the Covid crisis and the end of 
subsidies. The mission of the ESSEC Foundation is to promote and finance equal opportunities and to 
support future projects and the development of the School.

Thus, in 2021, while scrupulously respecting your choices and allocations, we financed €850,000 for social grants,
€2 million for the Campus 2023 project, and the balance for academic excellence and the endowment fund.

Fundraising for the new Campus 2023 will continue in 2022 and 2023. To date, the ESSEC Foundation’s cumulative 
contribution to this fabulous project amounts to nearly €6 million. One of the buildings will bear the name of one of 
our most generous donors, who sadly passed away in 2019: the “Pierre Nanterme Center for Responsible Leadership”, 
perfectly aligned with ESSEC’s humanist values.

For your past and future donations, the ESSEC Foundation and ESSEC thank you most sincerely.

Kind regards.

Thierry Fritsch (E80)
President of the ESSEC Foundation

Dear donors,

The sum of your donations in 2021 amounts to more than €3 million, i.e. an 
increase of +52% over the year 2020, which was already +57%.

Thank you for your tremendous generosity to ESSEC!

Created in 2011 by 4 alumni, with the support of the School, the ESSEC Foundation is placed under the auspices of 
the Fondation de France. 

Its mission is to support the School’s development and its international influence through the financing of social 
scholarships, the transformation of the Cergy campus, support for academic excellence, responsible entrepreneurship 
and the strengthening of ESSEC’s financial independence.

To find out more about the Foundation and its projects, visit our website fondation.essec.edu

THE ESSEC FOUNDATION
OUR MISSIONSOUR MISSIONS
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Dear Donors,

ESSEC is more than ever determined to become the world’s reference school for preparing 
women and men to be enlightened, responsible, inclusive and influential leaders 
in economics, politics and civil society.

With humility and deep conviction, true to our humanist vocation and our pioneering 
spirit, we prepare them to create value, to accelerate transitions, to accompany and 
positively influence the way we respond to the major issues that are shaking our world 
and to give them meaning.

Since the launch of our RISE strategy at the end of 2020, we have already achieved a great deal 
in transforming the way we teach, produce knowledge and run our campuses to integrate issues 
related to environmental and societal transitions, digital and artificial intelligence, and 
entrepreneurship and innovation.

We must continue these transformations to keep pace with a constantly changing world. 
To do so, we must constantly experiment, innovate, adopt an adaptive and learning approach, and ask ourselves whether 
our activities are exemplary and relevant without ever compromising on their quality, because the impact we can have on 
society is quite simply enormous!

Thanks to your support for the Foundation, ESSEC is able to strengthen its actions to achieve this ambition, and can offer all 
talents, regardless of their origin, the unique and differentiating experience of excellence that sets it apart.

I warmly thank you for your donations which allow our esteemed School to uphold its tradition of excellence, humanism 
and innovation so that we can truly make a difference in transforming our world and our economy.

Vincenzo  Vinzi,
Dean and Managing Director, ESSEC Business School

ESSEC KEY FIGURES

62, 000 ALUMNI
around the world

7, 221 STUDENTS
in undergraduate courses

40,6 % STUDENTS
international

50,6 %
female 
students

49,4 %
male 

students

6th
MASTER IN MANAGEMENT

8th
MASTER IN FINANCE

8th

EUROPEAN BUSINESS SCHOOL

1st
GLOBAL BBA

2nd
GRANDE ECOLE

FRENCH AND EUROPEAN RANKING

LABEL ISITE (Initiatives - Science - Innovation – Territories - Economy)
Major French higher education and research sites of national and 
international standing.
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2021 HIGHLIGHTS - SCHOOL

September | ESSEC FOUNDERS DAY, AN EVENT DEDICATED TO ENTREPRENEURSHIP
Organised at the Bpifrance offices in Paris, this event honours young companies created by students or alumni of the 

School, through a startup competition. This year, in the “student startup” category, Tristan Maurel was awarded for his 
company Umiami. In the “Alumni Startup” category, Julia Néel Biz and Nicolas Merlaud were awarded for “Teale”, a holistic 

mental health platform for company employees.

December | ESSEC launches 3 new chairs
The Talents for Ecological Transition Chair develops multi-skilled talents for the ecological transition.
It is also a research chair, working in collaboration with partner companies, associations and public actors. 
The Global Circular Economy Chair trains ambassadors to promote the circular economy as the model most 
likely to solve the major challenges of tomorrow (economic, environmental and social), in all organizations. 
Finally, the ICP-ESSEC Chair in Business and the Common Good addresses the question of the common good 
from the dual perspective of management and the humanities.

May | ESSEC Impact Initiative
Building on the 19 years of experience of the Chair of Entrepreneurship and Impact Innovation, 
this platform dedicated to impact reflects the School’s commitment to the transformation of organisations 
and territories for an inclusive and sustainable world. It offers numerous educational contents, such as 
podcasts, videos, MOOCs and articles.

 | AN EVER-STRONGER PARTNERSHIP WITH CY CERGY PARIS UNIVERSITY 
In 2020, ESSEC joined CY Cergy Paris Université and CY Alliance. Through this association, ESSEC participates in the 

governance of the university and in the site policy. The CY Initiative project led by CY Cergy Paris Université and ESSEC 
Business School has been labelled ISITE by the French government. It aims to create a top-ranking academic powerhouse 

in the Western Paris region in the form of a research-intensive international university within 10 years, and to be ranked 
in the top 200 in rankings such as Times Higher Education (THE) and QS.

44

LEARN  MORE
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April | THE FOUNDATION CELEBRATES ITS 10 YEARS!
This tenth anniversary was an opportunity for the ESSEC Foundation to reaffirm its mission, which is to 
accompany the School’s development through its axes of support. And to highlight all that it has accomplished 
in a decade, thanks to the generosity of its donors.

2021 HIGHLIGHTS - FOUNDATION

September | FOUNDATION CEREMONY IN PARIS 
This ceremony brought together the ESSEC community in all its diversity to promote equal opportunities and academic 

excellence. This year, exceptionally, the ESSEC Foundation welcomed Major General Pierre-Joseph Givre for the 
presentation of the Captain Chomel de Jarnieu Award, in memory of Captain Romain Chomel de Jarnieu (E08). The student 
association Cheer Up won this award thanks to its ICARE project, in which it offers flying lessons to young cancer patients 

in hospital every year.

November | FUNDRAISING CAMPAIGN WITH ESSEC ALUMNI
Last November, ESSEC Alumni and the ESSEC Foundation joined forces to run a fundraising campaign, based on the 
matching gift principle, in favour of the Campus 2023 project. Launched on November 1, the campaign ended on 
November 30, Global Generosity Day. During this month, all donations from participants were matched by 
ESSEC Alumni, reaching a total of €328,000 donated to the Foundation for the Campus.

December | MAJOR DONORS’ DINNER IN PARIS 
A convivial and much appreciated opportunity to thank the Foundation’s major donors for their generosity and their 

commitment to the School’s development. During the evening, Thierry Fritsch (E80), President of the ESSEC Foundation, 
reminded the audience of the Foundation’s four main objectives: 

Campus 2023, academic excellence, the endowment fund, and particularly, equal opportunities, with an objective of 
€1.1 million per year dedicated to scholarship students. Vincenzo Vinzi, Managing Director of the ESSEC Group, shared 

ESSEC’s development projects, challenges and high ambitions.
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€16,873,284 in donations 

2019

+57%

+52%

2020

2021

collected since 2011

3,085,931 € in donations
collected in 2021 in France 
and abroad

evolution of donations collected

+ 52% 
growth compared to 2020

€2,058,223 in donations
for Campus 2023

€428,386 
in Unrestricted Donations

€117,899 in donations
for the Endowment fund

€50,452 in donations   
for Academic Excellence

€430,971 in donations
for Social Scholarships

€2417 average donation* 
made in 2021

2, 730 donors
since the creation of the Foundation

68%
Men

19%
Women

Most generous 
graduate classes

donors aged between 22 and 96

FOUNDATION KEY FIGURES

13%
Couples

6

NUMBER AND TYPE OF DONORS

* excluding Accenture donation

19
82

19
99

19
88

19
87

19
79

2021

ALLOCATION 
OF DONATIONS 

IN 2021

€1,296,952 

€2,023,309 

€3,085,931  



CAMPUS 2023 ACADEMIC 
EXCELLENCE

SOCIAL 
SCHOLARSHIPS

RESPONSIBLE 
ENTREPRENEURSHIP

ENDOWMENT 
FUND
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CAMPUS 2023
A GREEN AND ECO-RESPONSIBLE CAMPUSA GREEN AND ECO-RESPONSIBLE CAMPUS

€6 MILLION
awarded by the Foundation since 
the beginning of the fundraising 
campaign in 2019

- 25 % carbon emissions
from 2023

3 eco-responsible 
buildings

It is an environmentally friendly campus at the cutting edge of innovation, with the bio-climatic dual shell of
the Research Green Tower, rainwater recovery for sanitary facilities and the irrigation of green spaces. 
The project also includes the pedestrianisation of the entire campus with the creation of new landscaped areas 
and increased biodiversity, the installation of photovoltaic panels, composters and organic gardens, etc.

The Pierre Nanterme Center for Responsible Leadership 
will house next-generation classrooms and a space 
dedicated to entrepreneurship.

The Research Green Tower
will be the home of academic 
excellence and cutting-edge 
research.

229 donors

The Sports and Recreation Center 
Centre will have a modern and 
versatile sports infrastructure 
with a large multi-sport hall, 
a climbing wall and a rooftop 
tennis court.

Out of the €6 million contribution of the Foundation to date to the Campus 2023 project, €328,000 was 
donated by ESSEC Alumni following their crowdfunding initiative organised in November 2021, a donor 

matching campaign during which ESSEC Alumni doubled the donations from donors.

This campaign has helped to raise awareness of the project among 
alumni, based on the “Together” pillar of ESSEC’s strategy. 

“Acting together” is also the motto of the foundation, 
which thanks ESSEC Alumni for its mobilization.



CAMPUS 2023
THE CERGY CAMPUS IS BEING TRANSFORMEDTHE CERGY CAMPUS IS BEING TRANSFORMED

The Cergy Campus has been undergoing a major transformation in recent months and three 
new eco-responsible buildings are beginning to emerge in line with ESSEC’s “Together” strategy.

THE FUNDRAISING CAMPAIGN CONTINUES IN 2022 AND 2023!

In recognition of a significant donation to this project 
the naming of a space could be proposed. 

Follow 
the progress 
of the project

DISCOVER IN PICTURES THE 3 BUILDINGS UNDER 
CONSTRUCTION AND THEIR PROJECTED COMPLETION 
END 2023

The Pierre Nanterme Center 
for Responsible Leadership 

The Research Green Tower

The Sports and 
Recreation Center 
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SOCIAL SCHOLARSHIPS
SUPPORTING EQUAL OPPORTUNITIESSUPPORTING EQUAL OPPORTUNITIES

279 students
supported in 2021

The Foundation supports ESSEC in its commitment to a more inclusive and just world. 
Through the generosity of its donors, it finances social scholarships for students enrolled 
in the Grande Ecole and the Global BBA.

€1,1 million
budget needed for scholarships in 2022

€859,000
dedicated to social scholarships in 2021

What is an ESSEC social scholarship?

This is a reduction in tuition fees, awarded by ESSEC to a student who receives a CROUS (Centre Régional des Oeuvres 
Universitaires et Scolaires) grant. ESSEC’s social scholarships are intended for students under 28 years of age, with 
limited family resources and pursuing undergraduate studies in the Grande Ecole and Global BBA programmes. 

The amounts of social scholarships vary from €1,400 to €15,200 depending on the student’s CROUS level. 
This level is determined according to three criteria: the family’s income, the distance from the place of study 
and the number of children dependent on the family for tax purposes.

I would like to thank the donors of the ESSEC Foundation who made it possible for me to study for 
my first year at ESSEC with serenity. I would like to tell the ESSEC alumni to join the Foundation’s 

network in order to show students that they do not have to censor themselves for financial reasons.

I am sure that young people like me will take up the torch and 
continue to give to the Foundation, as you did with us.

Elise
1st Year Student Grande Ecole

Each year, scales for student aid are revised to reflect the economic situation of families.

Now we are seeing the repercussions of the health crisis that will persist well into the 
future as the sudden loss of income for two years has put a strain on the finances of 
many households. Moreover, CROUS has re-assessed the level of its scales upwards, 
which increases the need for scholarship funding.

Evelyne Nickel, ESSEC Group

I am sharing my thoughts with you today to encourage you to support 
the ESSEC Foundation. Every euro counts.
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ACADEMIC EXCELLENCE
GENERATING NEW KNOWLEDGEGENERATING NEW KNOWLEDGE

460 research publications
in academic journals in 5 years

The ESSEC Foundation works alongside the faculty to support academic excellence, 
promote ESSEC’s expertise in France and internationally, and finance excellent research 
and innovative teaching programmes.

This award reflects the preferences expressed by nearly 2,000 students and participants of the ESSEC group.

This year, the prize was awarded to Arthur Gautier, Assistant Professor at ESSEC in the 
Department of Law and Business Environment, and Executive Director of the Philanthropy 

Chair, as well as Head of the French Fundraising Certificate. 

I am very touched to receive this award from the ESSEC Foundation. 
It is a very important mark of recognition for me, because it comes from our students, whose 
learning and well-being I consider a priority in the strategy of any higher education institution. 
This award has a very special significance because of the unprecedented period we have all been 
going through for almost two years.

Arthur Gauthier, winner of the award for teaching excellence

THE FOUNDATION AND THE ESSEC PHILANTHROPY CHAIR

The Philanthropy Chair has become a major player in research and training. Created in 2011, 
it will celebrate its 10th anniversary in 2021 like the ESSEC Foundation. With 25 publications 
and 700 professionals trained, it embodies the pioneering spirit of ESSEC.

The Foundation conducted an action research study with the Chair in April 2021, in order to 
test the impact of messages in e-mail campaigns. This study will be repeated in 2022.

25 research and teaching chairs 

77 prizes
awarded to teachers by the Foundation since 2011

AWARD FOR TEACHING EXCELLENCE 2021-2022, 
CATEGORY “PERMANENT FACULTY”
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ENDOWMENT FUND

A NEW FOCUS: RESPONSIBLE ENTREPRENEURSHIP

SUSTAINABLE SUPPORT FOR ESSECSUSTAINABLE SUPPORT FOR ESSEC

SUPPORT FOR FUTURE ENTREPRENEURSSUPPORT FOR FUTURE ENTREPRENEURS

€2,57 MILLION
collected since 2011

The ESSEC Foundation has chosen to support a new scholarship programme in partnership with the ESSEC 
Entrepreneurship and Innovation Centre in order to provide living expenses for students who wish to initiate an 
entrepreneurial project.

This programme will offer 3 scholarships between €1,000 and €5,000 after selection of the candidates by a jury 
made up of alumni entrepreneurs, a representative of ESSEC and a representative of the Foundation.

Its resources come from Alumni donations and are invested with independent professionals. 
The revenues generated are partly reinvested, gradually increasing the “strike power” of the 
Foundation, and partly distributed to carry out its projects.

Denis Leroy (E86)

I donate to the ESSEC Foundation’s Endowment Fund because it contributes 
to ESSEC’s independence, and to the sustainability of the Foundation’s projects.

for a project with a positive environmental or 
societal impact in the prototyping phase and 

before market launch

for any female student who dares to undertake 
and inspire others to do the same

to provide financial support and compensate for 
a paid internship or job, in order to devote full 

time to the project

The SUSTAINABILITY Scholarship The ENTREPRENEUR AMBITION Scholarship

THE WOMEN’S ENTREPRENEURIAL SCHOLARSHIP

This Fund is inspired by the great American universities: in the long term it will 
constitute the School’s own funds.
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ESSEC CAPTAIN CHOMEL 
DE JARNIEU AWARD 
ESSEC VOILE, 2021 AWARD WINNERESSEC VOILE, 2021 AWARD WINNER

Created on 11 December 2019, in homage to Captain Chomel de Jarnieu (E08), 
who died for France in Mali, this prize aims to reward a project carried out by 
one or more ESSEC students within an association or structure that works 
to promote human commitment.

This year, the ESSEC Voile association won this award thanks to its 
“Univer’sail” project: a day of sailing offered to young people with disabilities.

Created in 1970 by students, ESSEC Voile is ESSEC’s water sports association. 
It brings together all those who are passionate about the sea and all those who wish to discover 
or improve their sailing skills.

Two associations were also nominated for this award:

       Mission Potosi for its “Yes We Cancha!” initiative, creating a playground in the Pailaviri shelter in Potosi, Bolivia.
        
       Raid ESSEC for its sports and educational support project for a young disabled person.

The Foundation’s award ceremony took place on April 6, 2022 at the ICP.

2022 CALENDAR
THE ESSEC FOUNDATION’S MEETINGSTHE ESSEC FOUNDATION’S MEETINGS

JUNE 1
FUNDRAISING 
EVENT 
NEW-YORK

APRIL 6
FOUNDATION CEREMONY
PARIS

DECEMBER 1
MAJOR DONORS’ 
DINNER
PARIS

NOVEMBER 29
GIVING TUESDAY



THANK YOU

THE ESSEC FOUNDATION 
ACKNOWLEDGEMENT PROGRAMMEACKNOWLEDGEMENT PROGRAMME

ACKNOWLEDGEMENT PROGRAMME

These categories acknowledge each donor according to their cumulative donations (including pledges). 
Each donor benefits from the advantages of the categories below their own. 

*Unless otherwise indicated by the donor. 
**Subject to availability and validation by ESSEC's General Management

Supporters’ Circle from 
€500 to €14,999

Benefactors’ Circle from 
€15,000 to €199,999

The 1907 Circle from 
€200,000 to 1 million and more

CHAMPAGNE
from €500 

• Mention of your name in the annual
activity report of the year of your
donation*.

 BRONZE
from €3,000 

• Opportunity to publish a testimonial
about your donation (text and photo)
on our communication materials.

 CUIVRE
from €6,000 

•  Invitation to the Foundation's
Awards Ceremony

ARGENT 
from €15,000 

•  Invitation to the annual Major Donors'
Dinner.

• Special mention in the ESSEC
yearbook*. Lifetime mention of your
name in the annual activity report
(regardless of the year of your
donation)*.

 VERMEIL
from €50,000 

•  Presentation of a nominative
ESSEC trophy at the Major Donors'
Dinner for each change of
category.

 OR
from €100,000 

• Opportunity to invite your
network to a breakfast with the
ESSEC or the Foundation's general
management.

GRAND OR 
from €200,000 

•  Opportunity to name a space
equivalent to 200 m2 in
recognition of the donation**.

 RUBIS
from €500,000 

• Opportunity to name a space
equivalent to 500 m2 in
recognition of the donation**.

 DIAMANT
1 million euros and more

•  Opportunity to name a space
equivalent to 1,000 m2 in
recognition of the donation**.
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yearbook*. Lifetime mention of your
name in the annual activity report
(regardless of the year of your
donation)*.

 VERMEIL
from €50,000 

•  Presentation of a nominative
ESSEC trophy at the Major Donors'
Dinner for each change of
category.

 OR
from €100,000 

• Opportunity to invite your
network to a breakfast with the
ESSEC or the Foundation's general
management.

GRAND OR 
from €200,000 

•  Opportunity to name a space
equivalent to 200 m2 in
recognition of the donation**.

 RUBIS
from €500,000 

• Opportunity to name a space
equivalent to 500 m2 in
recognition of the donation**.

 DIAMANT
1 million euros and more

•  Opportunity to name a space
equivalent to 1,000 m2 in
recognition of the donation**.
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ACKNOWLEDGEMENT PROGRAMME

These categories acknowledge each donor according to their cumulative donations (including pledges). 
Each donor benefits from the advantages of the categories below their own. 

*Unless otherwise indicated by the donor. 
**Subject to availability and validation by ESSEC's General Management
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*Unless otherwise indicated by the donor. 
**Subject to availability and validation by ESSEC’s General Management

These categories acknowledge each donor according to their cumulative donations (including pledges). 
Each donor benefits from the advantages of the categories below their own. 



DONORS ARE COMMITTED

We are indebted to ESSEC as we have inherited its values, in particular those of excellence, 
merit and fighting spirit

As soon as the ESSEC Foundation was created, we decided to support it because, 
through its actions, it perpetuates all the values we hold dear: humanism, diversity of 
profiles, the quest for a model of sustainable entrepreneurial success in line with the 
challenges of our world and, above all, a strong commitment to equal opportunities

In this respect, we have always given priority in our donations to the financing of 
social scholarships. They are essential; they allow talented students to change 

their path, to achieve their personal and professional ambitions and thus 
wonderfully symbolise the “Together” pillar of the ESSEC strategy.

Within our community and thanks to ESSEC Business Angels, the most 
enterprising among them will then have the opportunity to come and raise funds. 

With the ESSEC Foundation we can go higher, further, together.

Didier Boullery (E80) and Patrick Legrand (E74)
Co-Présidents of the ESSEC Alumni Business Angels Club

It is essential that this transmission be perpetuated and that the ESSEC brand continue to shine : 
above all, money must not be an obstacle, which is why we are committed to giving to the 
ESSEC Foundation so that it can award even more social scholarships.
 
Corinne and Jérôme Tafani (E86 & E80)

“DONATING SECURITIES TO THE ESSEC FOUNDATION 
IS AS EASY AS A BANK TRANSFER”

 
I am happy to contribute to ESSEC’s development: scholarships are necessary for 

students in financial need, a modern campus benefits all those who work there and 
contributes to the School’s reputation.

 
The sums spent are useful to the economy... and donations in securities to the ESSEC 

Foundation through the Fondation de France are as simple as a bank transfer. Those who 
can afford it have every reason to contribute! 

Romain Burnand (E82)

15
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Charles BOUAZIZ (E85)
Isabelle BOUAZIZ (E85)
Benoît CATHERINE (E88)
Guillaume DARD (E79)
Elizabeth et Stanislas DEBREU (E88)
Patrick DUCASSE (E84)
Thierry FRITSCH (E80)

Gilles GOBIN (E74) 
Vincent GOMBAULT (M88)
Guillaume JACQUEAU (E87)
Hervé PARIZOT (E81)
Denis PAYRE (E85)
Gérard PETITJEAN (E66)
Sabine et Geoffroy ROUX DE BEZIEUX (E86 & E84) / Fondation ARAOK

Georges SAIER (E83) | Groupe VERY
Olivier STEPHANOPOLI (E86)
Corinne et Jérôme TAFANI (E86 & E80)
Pierre TAPIE
Emmanuel WEYD (E90)
3 ANONYMES

ACCENTURE
Brigitte BURNAND-GALPIN et Romain BURNAND (E82 & E82)
Christian CAMBIER (E68)

Rodolphe CARLE (E99) et Mickaël OHANA (E99) 
Jean-Philippe CHOMETTE (E86)
Denis LEROY (E86)
Dominique LESOURD (E80)
Pierre NANTERME (E81)
Gilles PELISSON (E79)

Patricia et Jean ARVIS (E74)
Julien BERNARD (E97)
Matthieu BUCAILLE (E82)
Olivier CRAMBADE (E87) 
Pierre André de CHALENDAR (E79)
Yves DUBIEF (E81)
ESSEC ALUMNI
Sandra SANCIER-SULTAN et Thierry SANCIER (E93 & E93)
Hélène et Pierre VAREILLE (E80) 
Olivia et Benoit VERBRUGGHE (M09 & M99)
Corinne VIGREUX (C87)  | Fondation SOFRONIE
1 ANONYME

Jean Luc ALLAIN (E80)
Jeanne et Alain BARBET (E80)
Emmanuelle BERGER et Sylvain 
BERGER-DUQUENE (E94 & E93)
Jean Pierre BIENAIME (E73)
Franck BOGET (E72)
Erich BONNET (E85)
Isabelle et Jean CABANES (E89)
Victor CHALTIEL (E65) 
Gilles COMBREDET (E64)
Jean-Pierre CRETAL (E66)
Delphine et David DARMON (E96 & E96)

 

Vincent de LA BACHELERIE (E79)
Jacques d’ESTAIS (E81)
Xavier DORMEUIL (E40)
Patrick FEAU (E64) 
Béatrice et Bertrand FINET (C88 & E88)
Arnaud FLECCHIA (E90)
Hervé FRANC (E79)
Emmanuel GERARD (E77)
Olivier HUYGHUES DESPOINTES (E98)
Pierre JOUANNE (E83)
Jean-Luc MEURISSE (E80)
François PAGES (E79)

Paul PERICCHI (E59)
Philippe PEUCH-LESTRADE (E73)
Hugues PRINCE (E79)
Amadou RAIMI (E76) 
Laurence REGNIER (E85)
Pierre REVEL-MOUROZ (E84)
Françoise REY
Emmanuel ROTH (E91)
Jean-Pierre SCOTTI (E75) 
Géraud SPIRE (E75)
Serge VILLEPELET (E79)
Alain WERNERT (E66)
3 ANONYMES

Diamant
from €1 million

Rubis
from €500,000 to €999,999

Grand Or
from €200,000 to €499,999

Vermeil
from €50,000 to €99,999

MAJOR DONORS

Or
from €100,000 to €199,999

This first list brings together donors whose cumulative donations (including pledges) are greater than or equal to €15,000 since 2004. 
It includes not only those who have supported the Foundation since its creation in 2011 but also those who have given to ESSEC before. 
Some donors wished to remain anonymous and are therefore not included in this list.

Jérôme ADAM (E00)
Jean-Louis ALBERT
Bruno BARANNE  | SYNGENTA FRANCE SAS
Laurent BARIL (E86)
Antoine BAULE (E77)
Jonathan BAYLE (E08)
Clotilde MANNOURY LA COUR-BÉNÂTRE et Didier BENATRE (M16 & E86)
Eric BENSAUDE (E89)
Michel BERNARD (E82)
Jean-François BERNARDIN
Jean-Paul BERNARDINI (E83)
Odette et Jean-Jacques BERTHELE (E78 & E76)
César BERTHIER (E64)
Thierry BIZOT (E84)
Anne YANNIC et Nicolas BORDAS (E85 & E82)
Frédéric BOS (E98)
Didier BOULLERY (E80)
Joséphine et Grégoire BOUTIN (E04 & E05)
Denis BRETEAU (E67)
François BUELENS (E64)

Marc ELINE (E78)
Jean-Claude FLORANT (E84)
Jean-Marc FORT (E86)
Françoise et Jean-Luc FOURNIER (E78 & E77)
Emmanuel GALISTIN (E94)
Cyrille GEORGE (E62)
Helene et Nicolas GHEYSENS (E99 & E99)
Daniel GODET (E78)
Jacques-Etienne GRANDJEAN (E82)
Thomas GROB (E97)
Michael HAIZE (E87)
Etienne HAUMONT (E87)
Martine-Nathalie BIZOUARD HAYAT et Serge HAYAT (E89 & E86)
Claude HENRION (E58)
Antoine HERAL (E86)
Pierre HIGELIN (E91)
Dominique HURET (E68)
Aude et Xavier ID NACER MARTIN (E94)
Thierry-Michel ISOARD (E82)
Jean Claude JACOMIN (E79)

Argent
from €15,000 to €49,999

Vivien BUTTIAUX (E06)
Olivier CANTET (E87)
Pedro CAPARROS (E76)
Anne et Christophe CHUPOT (E90 & E90)
Vladimir COLAS (M02)
Eric DAILEY (E86)
Yann de FERAUDY (E84)
Robert de LEOTOING D’ANJONY (E62)
Pascal de PETRINI (E83)
Thibaut de SAINT SERNIN (E98)
Françoise et Thierry de VILLEPIN (E75)
François DEBIESSE
Florence DECKER (E91)
Pierre DENIS (E87)
Sylvia DESAZARS DE MONTGAILHARD
Françoise D’ESTAIS-VIOU (E81)
Nelly et Bertrand DESBARRIERES (E83 & E83)
Sandrine et Thomas DROUMENQ (E98 & E97)
Alain DU BRUSLE DE ROUVROY (E92)
Pierre EKMEKCI (M14) | Cabinet PALVIN
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2021 DONORS
Cuivre
6,000 to €14,999

Gilles ROLAND (E87)
Bernard-Louis ROQUES (E86)
Edmond SARAN (L08)
Martine et Jean-Louis SIMONEAU (E75)
Régis SOUILLET (E90)
Claude STARON (E76)
Guy STIEVENART (E68)
Catherine et Jean-Michel SZCZERBA (E83 & E82)
Jean-Marc TENENBAUM (E88)
Thomas TERRIER (E97)
Dominique THAURY (E63)
Sylvie et Maurice THEVENET (E79 & E75)
Raymond-Alain THIETART (E69)
Antoine VACCARO
Marie-José VACKIER (E87)
Anne-Sophie VEZINHET et Nicolas VEILLEPEAU (E02 & E00)
Eric VERON (E96)
Philippe VINAY (E74)
Isabelle XOUAL (E87)
15 ANONYMES

Xavier ACCARIES (E68)
Marie PIC- PÂRIS ALLAVENA (E84)
Alexis ANGOT (E08)
Florence et Raoul ARVENGAS (E76 & E75)
Olivier ASSANT (E92)
Bénédicte et Pierre AUBERGER (E83)
Antoinette et Christian BAILLY (E71)
Daniel BAUBIL (E78)
Régis BERAUD (E81)
Alain BERNARD (E64)
Sebastien BERTHON (E93)
Laurent BICKERT (E89)
Francis BIOCHE (E46)
Christopher BLIN (E95)
Francis BLOIS (E64)
Xavier BOSQUET (E03)
Aurélien BOURIOT (E03)
Stéphanie BOUVIER -JOSSERMOZ (E94)
Lucien BOYER (E85)
Nicolas BURCKEL (E86)
Stéphane et Damien CATOIR (E04 & E05)
Pascale CHASTAING-DOBLIN (E81)
Etienne COLICHE (E68)
Guy de BOUSSAC (E60)
Jean de COURREGES (E78)
Jean de DEMANDOLX DEDONS (E63)
Christophe et Martine de LABROUHE (E77)
Jérôme de TOURTIER (E70)

Bertrand de VARAX (E70) 
Christian DELEUZE (E94)
Thibaud DEMANT (E07)
Dominique ESNAULT et Philippe DESBONNETS (E83 & E77)
Nicolas DEVYS (E92)
Sophie DONABEDIAN (E04)
Philippe DU BARET DE LIME (E63)
Thomas DUMOULIN (E10)
Michel DUPONT (E69)
Bernard FERNET (E71)
Edith et Gilbert FERON (E58)
Jean-Pierre FEVRE (E69)
Mathieu FLOREANI (E89)
Arnaud FRETE (E85)
Esther GAIDE (E83)
Jean-Baptiste GAMAS (E65)
Jean GARANG (E82)
Alain GEORGES (E68)
Remy GERIN (E84)
François-Xavier GERMAIN (E98)
Sophie et Laurent GILHODES (E92 & E90)
François GIRAULT (E54)
Hervé GODEC (E97)
Claude GOUDEAU (E97)
Romain GUINIER (E87)
Serge HAYEK (E86)
Benoît HENNION (E98)
Christian JACQUOT (E75)

Marie-Pierre et Philippe JOUBERT (E77 & E76)
Philippe LAGARDE (E90)
Didier LE BOULCH (E82)
Christine LE BRETON (E87)
François-Olivier LUIGGI (H92)
Isabelle et Bruno MANAC’H (E85 & E85)
Jean-Robert MAVRE (E71)
Pierre MAYER (E81)
Isabelle et Eric MEYER (E83 & E83)
Rozenn et Henri MION (E84 & E84)
Yves MUCKENSTURM (E80)
Christian MULLIEZ (E82)
Franck NGUYEN
Véronique et Jacques-Yves NICOL (E74)
Augustin PENICAUD (E05)
Florence PESTIE (E89)
Michelle et François PHILIPPON (E83 & E81)
Pierre-Minh PHUNG CONG (E93)
Cédric PONSOT (A87)
Bernard PRUVOT (E68)
Laurent RIVOIRE (E89)
Pierre SIMLER (E76)
Laurence et Nicolas SINZ (E93 & E93)
Germain TERREAUX (E04)
Jean-Baptiste TOURNIER (E85)
Isabelle VALENTIN-CHERRIER (E85)
Franck VAN WANGHE (H95)
Annick et Thierry VINCENTY (E97 & E97)
Hugh WESTON SMITH
9 ANONYMES

Patrick AMAR (E87)
Harald ASCHEHOUG (E00)
Didier AUBERT (E82)
Philippe BERDUGO (E10)
Franck BERKOWICZ (I13)
Philippe BONA (E70)
Sylvie et David BONNET (E96 & E96)
Jérémy BOROT (E05)
Patrick BOUBAKER (E80)
Jean-Yves BOURBONNE (E84)
Martine BRIDET (E81)
Gilles CAIGNARD (E81)
Bernard CHAINIER (E59)
Jean-Yves CHATELAN (E91)
Ivan CHEVALLIER (E93)
Adrien CIPEL (E08)
Alexandra CLAUS LAUVAUX (E96)
Nicolas COING (E86)
Aurélien COLSON (E98)
Laurent CORBINEAU (E95)
Catherine de BETTIGNIES (E89)
Brune de BODMAN (E12)
Guillaume de FEYDEAU (E86)
Gérard de MOURA (E82)
Philippe DELECROIX (E84)
Xavier DELOM DE MEZERAC (E78)
Thierry DESJARDIN (E80)
Dominique DUBOIS (E65)

Sandrine ELBAZ-ROUSSO (E03) 
Anne ESAMBERT (E92)
Jean-Noël FELLI (E89)
Delphine FOURNIER (E04)
Michel GAMBU (E64)
David GARCIA (P00)
Patrick GAUTIER (E83)
Caroline GEST (E97)
Baltasar GONZALEZ-COLLADO (E99)
Pierre HAQUET (E66)
Philippe HENRI (E83)
Emmanuel HERBINET (E93)
Pierrette HUNEAU (E82)
Pierre JACQUIER (E68)
Benoit JUILLET (E90)
François KIMMEL (E67)
Denis KLEIBER (E74)
Marc KONCZATY (E72)
Claude LECLERCQ (E65)
Eric LEGER (E86)
François LENOIR (E82)
Patrick LUSSON (E71)
Philippe MAILLAND (E90)
Laurent MAILLOUQUET (E02)
Lucile et Marcel MASSON (E95 & E94)
Virginie et Jean-Marc MERCIER (E86 & A85)
Philippe MOIROUD
Maria et Fabrice MOLLIER (G12 & E92)

Myriam ESTA et Raphaël MOREAU (E09 & E08)
Thierry MOREAU (E88) 
Jean-Pierre MURA (E75)
Laurence NAHMIAS-MATTEUCCI (E93)
Carl MAUGER (E00)
Florence et Nagi NASR (E91 & E91)
Guy PEIROTES (E65)
Lionel PEREZ (E84)
François PEYTHIEU (E72)
David PIERRE-KAHN (E93)
Brigitte POIRE-MARAUX (E85)
Isabelle et Cédric RATOUIS (E07)
Jean-Luc RENSON (E83)
Fabien RICHARD (E05)
Jean Noël RIVOIRE (E67)
Laurent ROQUETTE (E97)
Benjamin ROUSSEAU (E95)
Charles-Alexandre SABOURDIN (C99)
Frederic SAMAMA (E95)
Laurent SANCHEZ (E78)
Roger SAULPIC (E48)
Paul et Cécile SCHECHTER (E89)
Pierre SEGRETAIN (E82)
Jean-Marc SPITALIER (E85)
Lise et Aymeric STIEVENART (E00 & E00)
Isabelle URBAH (E18)
Antoine VISSEYRIAS (E00)
Michel WERTHENSCHLAG (E00)
15 ANONYMES

Bronze
3,000 to €5,999

Philippe JOURNO (E86)
Denis KLENKLE-LALLEMAND (E88)
Jerry KNOCK (E74)
Thomas KOEHRER (E97)
Michel LAGRANGE (E81)
Lucas LE BARROIS D’ORGEVAL (E92)
Christophe LE BON (E91)
Jean-François LE PAGE (E78)
Yann LE PALLEC (E90)
Aurore LEBON (E97)
Patrick LEGRAND (E74)
Vincent LEONARD (E84)
François Jean LOMBARD (E70)
Hervé LUDIN (E77)
Binh-Son LUONG (E96)
André MANCIPOZ (G93)
Olivier MARCHAL (E81)
Anne MAUREL (M87)
Xavier MAYER (E96)

Eric MIRAMOND (E87)
Thomas MITARD (E90)
Guy MOINON (E68)
Jacques MONNET (E80)
Jean-Benoît NAUDIN (E79)
Anne NGUYEN (E99)
Romain NOURTIER (M98)
Nelly et Jean-Pierre OUTTERYCK SCHNEIDER (E78)
Laurence-Anne PARENT (E88)
Laurent PARQUET (E88)
Michel PAZOUMIAN (E73)
Jean-Gabriel PERES (E80)
Hubert PERRIN DE BRICHAMBAUT (E78)
Jean Luc POMMIER (E74)
Guillaume PROT (E80)
Jean-François QUARRE (E75)
Marie-Lise et Alain RAOUL (E76 & E76)
Fabienne RIOM (E81)
Maximilien ROCHE (E04)



Champagne
from €500 to €2,999

Jean Remy ACAR (E81)
Christophe AIRAULT (E05)
Gérard ALLEGRE (E56)
Philippe ALLEMAND (E95)
Agnès ARCIER (E82)
Bruno ARTUR DE LA VILLARMOIS (E78)
Marianne AUBERT (E07)
Philippe AUDOUIN (G03)
Gérard AUDRANT (E59)
Xavier AUMONIER (E95)
Julien BASCOUL (E06)
Jean-Baptiste BEAREZ (E04)
Philippe BELLARD (M89)
Sandrine BENATTAR (E86)
Bernard BENOIST (E53)
Adrien BERDAH (E13)
Alain BLONDEL (E74)
Hélène BOUCHARD (E84)
Nicolas BOUCHARDIE (E98)
Marie-Pascale BOUHELIER (E88)
Jean-Damien BOULANGER (E06)
Serge BOURDON (G05)
Frédéric BOUYNET (C97)
Marie-Gabrielle BOZZONI (E02)
Claire BROWN (E82)
Gérard BRUYERE (E62)
Christophe CABROLIER (G08)
Matthieu CALONI (E97)
Christine CANTOURNET-FLOCH (M97)
Louis-André CARBONNIER (E05)
Géraldine et Jérôme CARIO (E90 & E90)
Carole CATRY (E86)
Philippe CAVAT (E81)
Bernard CAZALI (E56)
Sylvie CHAPE (M08)
Muriel et Fabien CHARBONNEL (E93 & E93)
Roger CHARTON (M11)
Philippe CHAUMIER (E72)
Catherine CHEMARIN (E85)
Pierre-François CHENEVIER (B07)
Arnaud CHRIST (E02)
Frédéric CLARET (E94)
Arnaud CLAUDON (E92)
Thierry COLLET (E82)
Francois CORDA (E70)
Pierre COTE (E68)
Claude CRETON (E81)
Yannick DA ROS (E04)
Michel DARNET (E60)
Alain DARTIGUENAVE (E74)
Laurent DAUNIZEAU (E85)
Hervé de BARBEYRAC (E99)
Yves de BEAUREGARD (E83)
Constance de GARIDEL THORON (E06)
Florence de KERHOR-SCHOLTEN (E83)
Delphine de LA BROSSE (E95)
Arnaud de LASTEYRIE DU SAILLANT (E99)
Nina Jen-Yun de MURAT DE LESTANG (E21)
Franck DECONINCK (M05)
Jérome BRICE et Adeline DEJAEGHERE (E04)
Baudouin DELAPORTE (E98)
Fabienne et Arnaud DELATTRE (E85 & E89)
Patrick DELAVAULT (I02)
Sylvain DÉSILLE (E13)
Jean-Baptiste DIJOLS (M12)
Yann DOMENECH (E99)
Anne DONNAY (E98)
Claude DRAILLARD (E92)
Jean-Jacques DURAND (E64)
Jean-Marie DUTOYA (E72)
Cécile et Francois DUTREIL (E65)
Promotion 1959 ESSEC Lafayette
Marc ESTEVA (E82)
Anne FABRE (E97)
Elias FARHAT (E89)
Alain FARRE (E69)
Brigitte FAUQUE (E78)
Philippe FAVRE (E88)
Emmanuel FERMOND (E12)

Antoine FORTERRE (E06)
Olivier FOURCADET (A89)
Philippe FREY (E68)
Valérie et Alexandre GALLET (E96 & E94)
Nadia et Xavier GERBER (G10)
Jean-Pierre GILBERT (E65)
Valerie GIRARD (E81)
Gilles GLORIEUX (E99)
Renaud GOODMAN MARUCHEAU DE CHANAUD DU MERLE (E12)
François GORDON (E04)
Denis GREDER (E83)
Marie et Olivier GREMILLON (E03 & E03)
Jean-Pierre GRIFFITHS (E74)
Eric GRUET (E87)
François GUERIN (E06)
Jean-Paul GUILLEMART (E71)
Maiwenn GUILLONNET (E04)
Nicole GUILLUCQ (E76)
Geneviève HELLERINGER (E96)
Edouard HUON DE KERMADEC (E15)
Eric IN (M08)
Valérie et Romain JACOB (E11 & E11)
Philippe JARDIN (E95)
Luc JAUBERT (E84)
Jean-Pierre JEAN (E66)
Jean-Yves JOSEPH (E71)
Gérard JOSEPH (E77)
Sophie JOYAT (E85)
Karine JULIEN-ELKAIM (M98)
Ahmed KADRI (M08)
Sihem KACEM et Ilyes Hamed KARRAY (E07 & E05)
Thierry KARTOCHIAN (E89)
Nicolas KATZ (E12)
Jean-Yves KERANGUEVEN (E80)
Jacques-Louis KESZLER (E72)
Gautame KITTERY (E12)
Lorraine KRON DU LUART (E96)
Gregory KRZEWSKI (E98)
Claude KUCH (E66)
Hervé LABAT (E98)
Eléonore LADREIT DE LACHARRIERE (E05)
Martine LAMY (C83)
Leslie et Ouriel LANCRY (E91)
Francois LANGLADE-DEMOYEN (E82)
Guy LARROUTURE (E60)
Alexis LAVAILLOTE (E98)
Vincent LAVARINI (E91)
Simon LAVAUD (B05)
Jacques LAVENIERE (E55)
Agnès LE LEUCH LENOIR (E97)
Anne LE MANH (E88)
Stéphanie LECAT (E95)
Anthony LECOMTE (E98)
Alban LESTIBOUDOIS (M01)
Anne LETANOUX-GHANEM (E98)
Jean Francois LEVRAT (E73)
Bing LI (I13)
Catherine LIJU (E96)
Gilles LITMAN (E97)
Bernard LODDE (E59)
Dominique LOISEAU (E55)
Lucile LOQUES LERNO (E84)
Anne LOUSSOUARN (E94)
Pascal MAGRI (I98)
Fabienne et Gilles MAILLET (E83 & E83)
Vincent MARCAIS (E89)
Franck MARCEAU (B12)
Olivier MARECHAL (E87)
David MARKSON (E10)
José MARROQUIN BURGOS (E11)
Catherine et Eric MARTIN (E88 & E88)
Jean Claude MARY DOSNE (E69)
Sabine MASUREL (E76)
Bertrand MAYER (G11)
Aloïs MEDEE (E09)
Bertrand MERCIER DE LACOMBE (E95)
Diane DESPOISSE et Antoine MESNAGE (E07 & E07)
Pascal MEYER (G93)
Sylvie MOREAU (E93)

Elodie et Philippe MORIN (E96 & C99)
Christophe MURBACH (M13)
Abdeslam NAOUI (E93)
Joseph NEHME (E07)
Markus NEUDECKER (B12)
Agnès NICOLAS IFKER (E93)
Alix NIJDAM (E12)
Francois NOTE (E80)
Diane O’DWYER (C94)
Michael OHANA (E12)
Florence et Remy OSSMANN (E87)
Amelie OUDEA-CASTERA (E02)
Jean OUDINET (E55)
Stéphan OUTTERS (G06)
David PACAUD (E07)
Anne-Claire PACHE (E94)
Matthieu PAMART (M04)
Eric-Jean PANKOWSKI (G09)
Emmanuel PAPADACCI-STEPHANOPOLI (M16)
Philippe PAQUET (E85)
Michel PEIGER (E62)
Fabrice PENLOUP (B16)
Nuria PEREZ-BRIDENNE (E00)
Marianne PERREAU-SAUSSINE (E92)
Didier PERRIN (E81)
Guillemette PETIT (E06)
Philippe PETIT (E72)
Anne-Gaëlle et Matthieu PETRI (E07 & E07)
Olivier PEYRARD (G08)
Philippe PICHON (E90)
Chloe PIGEON (E96) / HAPPY SHIFT
Marie-Claude PIPROT-LE LAY (E86)
Brigitte et Jean-François PLANTE (E60)
Laurène POMIES (E07)
Guillaume POUTREL (E07)
Jean Francois PUECH (E75)
Sarah MELERO et Jean-Marc QUILFEN (H96 & H96)
Leslie Michel RAIGRODSKI (I97)
Jacques REDARES (E54)
Françoise REIN (H89)
Damien REMMY (M94)
Olivier REMY (E97)
Alain RENAUD (E91)
Jérôme RICHARD (E92)
Gérard RIGOULET (E67)
Jacques ROCHON (E60)
Guy ROLLAND (E73)
Florence RONCALEZ (E13)
Philippe ROPARS (E87)
Pascale ROQUE (E84)
Sophie ROSSO (E08)
Thomas ROUSSEAU (C99)
André SADOUL (E54)
Alain SALLEZ (E61)
Lucie et Hervé SANTOIRE (E99 & E97)
Pierre-Yves SAVARY (E12)
Nathalie SAVEY (M89)
Francois SCHWEBEL (E64)
Eric SEBBAGH (M98)
Philippe SEGUIN (E66)
Bernard SERVANTIE (E73)
Marc SEVELY (E04)
Bruno SIREYJOL (E66)
Sébastien SISOMBAT (E80)
Anne-Cécile et Alain SOURISSEAU (E77 & E76)
Leonardo STASSI (H08)
Alain TAQUET (E70)
Raphaël TAVERNE (E59)
Frederic TEMPLER (E79)
Hervé UZAN (E86)
Idzard VAN DER PUYL (E90)
Jean-Francois VANDENHEEDE (E71)
Frédéric VIRENQUE (E91)
Odile et Jean-Denis VOIN (E82 & E82)
Florence WASTIN-ROSSET (E77)
Philippe WINTER (E66)
Laurent WOLFF (E91)
Sébastien WORMS (E11)
Jérémie ZAJTMANN (E02)
14 ANONYMES
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YOU LIVE IN EUROPE OR THE UNITED STATES

Germany, Belgium, Italy, United Kingdom, Switzerland or the United States, you can make a donation online at : 
donate.transnationalgiving.eu/landing/FondationESSEC
Luxembourg: an agreement allows you to make a donation directly to the ESSEC Foundation
Bulgaria, Hungary, Ireland, Netherlands, Poland, Romania, Slovakia, contact Sandrine Huyghe au +33 (0)1 34 43 37 01 
ou fondation@essec.edu

You benefit from tax deductions on your donation to the Foundation in your country of residence:

Thanks to your generosity and commitment, we are supporting the School in its mission to train the leaders of tomorrow. 
The impact of your donations is invaluable.

OR AFTER INCOME TAX REDUCTION

OR AFTER REDUCTION OF THE TAX ON REAL ESTATE WEALTH

Online
At dons.fondationdefrance.org/ESSEC 

By cheque
Please make out to «FDF/ESSEC Foundation» and send with this 
form to Sandrine Huyghe, ESSEC Foundation, 
3 avenue Bernard Hirsch, 95021 Cergy-Pontoise 
 
By bank transfer 
To the account HSBC France Paris CBC 511 IBAN: FR76 3005 6005 
1105 1100 2022 907 / BIC: CCFRFRPP. 
Indicate «FDF/ESSEC Foundation + your name». 
Then return this completed form to us or inform us 
by email at fondation@essec.edu 
 

 

Direct debit 
You will find enclosed the SEPA direct debit form to be returned to 
us with a bank account number 
Dons de titres, legs, assurance-vie, donation, …
    The donation of securities (shares, bonds, etc.) can reduce 
your capital gains tax significantly. 
The donation may concern movable property (works of art,.) 
or real estate. 
    A bequest allows you to pass on property to one or more 
beneficiaries in your will after your death. Your bequest to 
the ESSEC Foundation is totally exempt from inheritance tax.
    Life insurance allows you to build up capital that can be 
transmitted to the natural or legal person of your choice in the 
event of death or during your lifetime. The capital will be exempt 
from all transfer duties and other taxes. 

HOW TO SUPPORT THE ESSEC FOUNDATION 
THE POWER OF YOUR GIFTSTHE POWER OF YOUR GIFTS

TAX DEDUCTIONS FOR RESIDENTS IN FRANCE

of your donation is deductible from your 
income tax, up to a limit of 20% of your taxable 

income, with a carry-over 
of the surplus possible over 5 years.

66% 75% 60%
of your donation is deductible 

from the tax on real estate wealth, 
with a deduction 

ceiling of €50,000.

funds a first level social scholarship 
for a Grande Ecole student.

A gift of A gift of A gift of

Depending on household income, social scholarships range from €1,400 to €15,200

funds an intermediate level social 
scholarship for a Grande Ecole student

funds a maximum level social scholarship 
for a Grande Ecole student.

of your company’s donation is deductible
from corporate tax, up to a limit 

of 0.5% of turnover 
excluding tax or €20,000.
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 €3,000 €15,200€1,400

€476

€350

€1,020

€750

€5,168

€3,800



THANK YOU

THE ESSEC FOUNDATION TEAM

Fabienne Riom (E81)
Executive Director

fabienne.riom@fondationessec.fr 

Lucie-Anne Henry
Director of Development

lucieanne.henry@essec.edu

Anne-Sophia Felissaint
Communication and Events Officer

annesophia.felissaint@essec.edu

Sandrine Huyghe
Delegated by ESSEC / Data and 

Donation Manager 
fondation@essec.edu

Thierry Fritsch (E80)
Volunteer President

Dear alumni,

Don’t forget to update your 
email and postal details to continue 
to receive our news and invitations. 
You can send us an email to 
fondation@essec.edu or scan this QR Code.


